After dropping off the journals, you find Muh-Dib in the next room tapping away on a screen. He grins, then frowns.
“This looks like a list of people we should investigate. Only that...we don't know what their names actually are.”

The residents of 1-16 Mums Ave all have names that consist of exactly 5 name parts:

- A title (Dr., Rev., Sir or The Hon.)
- A given name (Frank, Lee, Noah or Thor)
- A middle initial (C., N., S. or U.)
- A surname (Ackroyd, Jones, Surani or Wood)
- A suffix (I, II, III or IV)

The following facts are known about them:

- Any two residents share at most one name part.
- Any two residents with the same middle initial are at most 3 houses apart.
- Each resident's suffix is congruent to their house number modulo 4.
- Two of the Sirs are neighbours, one of whom has the middle initial S.
- The resident whose name is 22 letters long lives in a prime-numbered house.
- The two residents whose names contain at least three N's have house numbers adding to 8.
- The two residents whose names contain four consecutive vowels have house numbers adding to 15.
- Three of the four residents whose names contain every vowel live in square-numbered houses (the other one lives in #11).